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The AA/ACOL antiproton production target received 26 GeV proton
beams of around 1 x 1013 protons per pulse at a repetition rate of
0.42 Hz (i.e. 1/200 of the mean power of the proton driver for the pion
production target)

AA/ACOL production targets. The AA/ACOL target/Li-lens
assemblies are shown in the first 4 transparencies.  This ACOL target
incorporated several years of R&D studies, some resulting in
catastrophic damage.  The target lifetime of this version (from 1988
onwards) was effectively unlimited.

The Mercury Jet target. This was a laboratory experiment to test
the feasibility of liquid jet targets.  Some constructional details are
presented together with computer enhanced photographs of the
experiment - 4 transparencies.  REXCO hydrodynamic shock
simulations of a proton beam hitting a mercury target, i) contained
within a stainless steel tube, and ii) in the form of a jet in vacuum,
have been worked up from hitherto neglected runs by A. Poncet and
are presented - 3 transparencies.

Radioactivity and radiation issues. With high-flux targetry
comes the problems of radiation damage and induced activity.  A
great deal of effort went into studying and documenting our
experience - mainly the work of A. Sullivan.  Our empirical formulae
have been applied to the pion production target and capture
solenoids - 3 transparencies.

Slurry jet targetry. This turns out to be more difficult than I
had imagined.  High-density slurries are very viscous due to effects at
the microscopic level: irregular grain shapes and grain-to-grain
bonding.  A relatively low-viscosity slurry was achieved by mixing
WSe2 with water, but the density was no higher than 4 g cm-3

- 1 transparency.



AA target - horn assembly with water cooled collimators
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ACOL target - lithium lens assembly
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ACOL antiproton production target

Titanium alloy body

beam

cooling water

Iridium target
clad in nickel

Design issues:

Shock wave damage - radial acoustic
impedance matching

Radiation induced voids - reduces density

Fatigue -container exit window at risk

graphite



ACOL  antiproton production target

titanium alloy body (IMI318)

graphite

iridium clad in nickel

alumina end plug
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Mercury jet target - laboratory installation CERN-PS-AA
A. Poncet



High-speed photographs of mercury jet target for CERN-PS-AA (laboratory tests)

4,000 frames per second, Jet speed: 20 ms-1, diameter: 3 mm, Reynold’s Number:>100,000
A. Poncet
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REXCO plots of
AA  mercury jet
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For the pion production target the water will be radioactive. 
Maybe a liquid metal (e.g. lead) primary cooling circuit will be preferred. 

The 4 MW cooling tower for AA




